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HOW TO MAKE MONEY IN THE MARIJUANA STOCK MARKET
HAPPY 420 DAY!!
420

started at San Rafael High School in San Rafael, California. I live less than a mile from the high school; my daughter
attended San Rafael High School.

Today’s

San Rafael High School has by my estimate, about 90%+ minorities. There are very few Caucasians.

Caucasian

parents, rightly or wrongly, don’t want to sent their kinds to this school for fear of drugs influencing their
children – including of course, marijuana.

Whether

there are more or less drugs in San Rafael High School today vs. some of the other schools in Marin County is a
question that I do not know the answer.

It

is most likely a bad rap for the ‘Bulldogs’ of San Rafael High.

The

race mix in this school is a far cry from the student body that initiated the number 420.

It

is also said that Marin County, California has about 1/3 more drugs than any county in the USA. I don’t know whether
this is true or not. Suffice it to say that parents are concerned about protecting their children.

I

hope many of you watched Weed 3 tonight. If you missed it, look for the replay. Dr. Gupta was good as usual. There
was another hour program following Weed 3, and a reply of Weed 2.

Medical marijuana is here to stay. It is as positive and promising as recreational marijuana is questionable. Hemp is
here to stay. It is very difficult to avoid the reality of those against legalization.
Medical overlaps recreational and recreational overlaps medical. There are serious abuses of the word ‘medicine’,
while there is a wonderful future for medical. A rescheduling if it happens will define the structure of this industry.

